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Introduction:
Teletherapy is the science dealing with distant healing; with the help of teletherapy any case anywhere in the world can be treated.

Vibration is the life of the universe; everything in and around us is vibrating, the sun, the moon and the planets. Speech, smell, touch, taste and the sight are all vibrations. Electricity, magnetism, thoughts and the rest also are all vibrations.

With vibrations power is released, and the nature of vibrations is such that they travel at once to the desired objects surround them and influence them therapy (Bhattacharyya 1994).

In the early twentieth century Dr Abrams, detected electromagnetic signals being emitted from diseased tissue.

Then it was proved that electromagnetic signals were emitted from living and diseased tissue. Dr Ruth Drown showed that the same signals could be detected in a blood or tissue sample that had been removed from the patient. By correcting the sample signals with radionic instruments, the illness could be treated no matter where that patient was in the world.

Bhattacharyya also said: everything has a definite wave length throughout the life. Any changes in the individual are recorded in any specimen from him, and anything done on the specimen is transmitted to the person.

In this study I presented a number of cases treated by teletherapy, in which diagnosis and therapy were through automatic machine using a sample of hair or blood. The therapeutic remedies broadcasted to the patients were in code numbers, which represented the vibrations of the remedies, which balanced the disorders of the diagnosed organs vibrations. So the diagnosis and therapy were on the energy level of the body without any other factors affecting the results, specially of the children.

Case 1:
A male child 6 years old from Alexandria about 150 km from my place, had got fever of 39.5 C. His mother phoned me in the evening to describe for him the suitable homeopathic remedies according to radionic analysis as usual as many times before since about five years ; she said that she afraid of the coming cold which always accompanied with complications for her cerebral palsy child.

For the first time, I changed the method of diagnosis and therapy with this child by using Mars III radionic machine and I broadcasted him therapy program including all homeopathic remedies above and below +/- 6 and at all levels by both instant and future broadcasting for 10 minutes every 2 hours.

Next morning his mother told me that fever decreased gradually through the night until it became 36.8 C in the morning and no more bad signs or symptoms appeared in the following days as occurred with him before, and also he did not recieve any treatment except that broadcasted to him by machine which was continued for 10 days.
Case 2:
A female child 9 years old live in Sinai about 500 km from my town, had got common cold with runny nose and pain in the left eye with swelling of it's upper eyelid. The father of this child is Egyptian and the mother is German, they had the first aid set of homeopathic remedies, and accustomed to ask my advice about the best remedies to take in different diseases according to radionic analysis using the hair specimens I had for all the family.

At that time I told him I will try with her a new mode of therapy and I broadcasted her using Mars III machine all the homeopathic remedies above and below +/- 6, every 2 hours for 10 minutes each time for 10 days by future broadcasting.

Cold symptoms disappeared completely in two days and the left upper eyelid swelling improved in the 4th day and appeared in the right upper eyelid which improved in the next 2 days, as her father told me after about one week.

Case 3:
The father of this young female child 45 years old, had got also common cold which soon complicated by allergic cough. This picture recurrent two times every year and deteriorated his health and obliged him to stay long time in bed inspite of ordinary medical treatment or homeopathic remedies.

This time I tried with him teletherapy using Mars III radionic machine, by broadcasting to him homeopathic remedies with all levels from 1-12 above and below +/- 6, he improved quickly and could move and did his work, except for sporadic cough from time to time which disappeared completely after 6 days, he was happy because it was the first time since long time to pass such attacks without staying in bed and without using any treatment at all.

What was interesting for me in the therapy program made by Mars III machine that it contains cold and cattarrh remedies for both the father and his young daughter and eye infection remedy for his daughter alone, which denoting the high accuracy of the machine in selecting the accurate remedy.

Case 4:
The mother of the same young female child, 40 years old, had got severe toothache and could not sleep for one night inspite of taking analgesics and homeopathic remedies. In the next morning after a phone call from 500 km, I started broadcasting both instant and future using homeopathic remedies above and below +/- 6.

At the end of the same day her husband phoned me again, saying that the pain increased for some minutes and gradually became tolerated and disappeared completely after 2 hours with no relapse until writing her case now after 45 days.

Case 5:
47 years old engneer live in Cairo, about 100 km far from my town, was complaining from severe pain in his neck and back of head, restricting his movement and radiating to both shoulders and upper limbs and upper back which preventing him from sleep deeply for 3 days.

Analgesics and anti-inflammatory drugs improved him little. He asked my help. By instant and future broadcasting for homeopathy program and muscular and nervous systems programs using the results above and below +/- 6, in the next night he slept well and moved in the next morning free completely of any pain.

After about one week his friend phoned him and told him about the magic of teletherapy and he become believing in it, he answered him that he believed in it because he also had been treated with it and he had got good results with him and his daughter.
Case 6:
The mother of a female child 5 years old phoned me at midnight that her daughter had an acute attack of asthma with obstructed nose, mouth breathing, severe dyspnea with wheezing and deep red colour of the face with its puffiness.

This child I followed her up since birth with only homeopathic remedies described after radionic analysis and made on a remedy maker machine. She was well through the last five years except for about 10% depending on modern medicine chemical drugs as antibiotics, antipyretics, etc. That is why I always called this young female child, the child of numbers, because she was born after 18 years infertility for her mother and father, who were clinically free and got their daughter after one year of treatment with homeopathic remedies numbers made by a remedy maker machine. After birth and for 5 years she was under my follow up treatment by homeopathic remedies for all diseases she got during her life which also numbers; which means that radionic analysis by pendulum is a fact, homeopathic remedies prepared by code numbers on remedy maker machine are also a fact and effective in treatment of acute and chronic diseases. This is my conclusion after ten years of work on not less than 25 patients per day.

For her present case which followed a severe attack of common cold, I tested her hair specimen on Mars III machine for allergy test, respiratory system test and the indicated homeopathic remedies and I sent the results by broadcasting firstly by instant broadcasting for homeopathic remedies then respiratory system test results then allergy test results above and blew +/--6 as such. After this I sent the same therapy by future broadcasting.

In the next morning her mother phoned me and told me that her daughter slept directly 10 minutes after her last call till the next morning without any interruption.

After four months at one a.m, this mother phoned me again that her daughter can not take breathing at all, with blue colouration of her face, and I heared on telephone her sound of fighting for breathing. I started directly broadcasting the homeopathic therapy by instant broadcasting for two minutes and fifteen seconds and I repeated them again, then I broadcasted her chromotherapy in the same way. After this I sent for her by future broadcasting homeopathic remedies, chromotherapy, the results of allergy test and respiratory system test as therapy every hour for 10 minutes each. After 15 minutes she phoned me again and told me that her daughter slept after 10 minutes, but she took her breathing in two steps. I relaxed completely because I was stressed with this very high risk case, because I was not sure of the results and I was obliged to treat her. No one can imagine that teletherapy by waves can do such improvement in this very short time and saved the life of that young female child from a distance of about 90 km. In the next morning her mother told me that after one and half hour of sleeping her breathing became normal and she slept well till the next morning. Really the first 15 minutes were critical for me and every physician know this well, because I gave nothing to the patient. I was only sending waves which made this magic cure, without enough experience what to do in such cases with this new Mars III radionic machine.

Case 7:
A male German patient, 52 years old, live in Sinai in Egypt, 520 km from my town, had got fever for 3 days not responding to the homeopathic remedies he took by himself. The fever had no other symptoms accompanied it.

Since two months, he had got the same fever and treated with antibiotics in high doses for one week and he was afraid of repeating antibiotics again in this short time because of the severe weakness which followed the last antibiotic therapy which prevented him from work for some days. He phoned me asking my advice. I told him not to take any treatment, and I will broadcast him treatment with a new machine.

After one week, he sent to me a mobile message: Dear Dr. I want to thank you for the incredible help, that you sent me with your magic telemachine.

After one month, he visited me and told me that, his fever decreased gradually in one day and half and not returned again with feeling of vitality and good health, and he will be one of the members of teletherapy
Case 8:
A male child, 7 years old, was visiting Jordan with his Egyptian family, his father phoned me and told that his son had an attack of diarrhoea every 15 minutes with abdominal colic and he wanted me to help him with teletherapy.

I tested his hair sample I had before, and I broadcasted him with the results of homeopathic remedies tested by the Mars III machine, both by instant and future broadcasting.

After one week, the family returned back to Egypt and his father phoned me and told that, after the last telephone call while he was in Jordan, his child had 4 attacks of diarrhoea within three hours without any abdominal colic which stopped after short time, then he slept for two hours and after that no diarrhoea at all or abdominal pain.

This case was of interest to the father because he was in another country and the circumstances did not help him to ask for a medical help. His son was cured in a very short time, not intrrupting or irritating them and at the same time he was in a good vitality.

Discussion:
My early comment on M.A.R.S. III radionic machine, against radionic analysis and treatment by other radionic machines and pendulum is that ; Mars III machine in automatic module can diagnose the minute dysfunctions in any organ even at the level of the cell. The number of the diagnosed dysfunction data are more than that we get with any other machine, and every patient was surperised because it explained well his complains and his body organ functions. Also the number of remedies to treat these disorders are also more even after deleting the results below +6 and above - 6. By using the resulting remedies at all levels, we can got more rapid and complete cure because we treat all levels at once. If we imagine that the television receiver can receive 4000 channels from all the world why we do not believe that our body who invent this reciever can do the same function and receive the resonant vibrations of the resulting remedies which balance the disordered vibrations of his organs and cells. The clinical experience said that: yes, and the results were rapid and complete cure with no side effects occur in very short time specially in the childern which are not affected by any factors. So if we widen the scope of remedy selection for a number of detailed organ dysfunctions of the body, the detailed energy dysfunction, emotions dysfunctions and microbiology and parasite affections which can not diagnosed by usual lab tests. And if we widen the scope of therapy using different modes as homeopathy, gemtherapy, colour therapy and others, we can balance even the minute vibrations disorders of the body.

Corrections of most of the vibrations of body disorders at the same time in my opinion is better than using one homeopathic remedy i.e one vibration , or some and wait for results, to try again after a very long exhausted history taking from the patient without any basic rules control the selection of remedies by mind or even by the help of computer except the clinical experience which is not the same in all practicioners.

The more the remedies prescribed for measured organ disorders with measured potencies, the rapid improvement in the patient disease condition, and the acceptance of other doctors for complementary medicine as a method of calculated clear diagnosis and therapy methods depend on clear explainable scientific basis of modern technology today.
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